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FOREWORD

The approach given to interpreting slope stability in this paper

is based upon many years of effort in trying to relate natural physi-

cal processes to management responses.

Full benching of truck roads "so they will be there next spring,"

and the many streams which periodically clean themselves to bed rock

in:.a t*slideoutn does not seem to be entirely the fault of poor forest

engineering practices.

Many old time logging engineers, especially those who have spent

a great deal of their careers in the humid Coast Range Mountains of

Oregon and Washington, could usually tell by experience where unstable

soil conditions would be encountered during road construction, and

which hill sides would give trouble after logging. This ability was

gained after many years of on-the-ground experience in usually only

one physiographic province.

In working with some of these engineers, and in talking to others,

the writer realized the value of developing an accurate workable pre-

diction pattern which would hold true in all Pacific Northwest forested

areas. Of prime importance was the ability to successfully predict the

response of critical areas at the earliest possible planning phase of

forest development.

In undertaking this analysis, a concentrated effort was made to

gain a working knowledge of the opinions of prominent geomorphologists

on how the surface of the earth is altered by geologic erosion. Un-

fortunately, with the exception of Waither Penck, very little has been



done on the detailed physical analysis of slope development processes

and the traxzslocation of weathered rock material, and Penck's work is

the subject of much controversy.

Accordingly, it was decided to find coon areas of thought where

experience and available academic and authoritative information seemed

to agree in the correctness of approach to the problem, including the

analysis of the factors involved. The bulldozer and yarding donkey,

as counuon tools in active forest development, provided abundant oppor-

tunity to check the accuracy of academic and authoritative information

on the ground.

This paper is a partial analysis and projection of the results

of this effort.

vi



SGIE RElATIONS OF SLOPE DEVELOPMENT TO FOREST ENGINEERING

INTRODUCTION

Need for Understanding the Landscape

Forest engineering should be an integrated part of wild land

management. It should complement the major phases of land management:

watershed, timber, wildlife, recreation, and grazing. When best land

use practices are followed, it is difficult to discern where engineer-

ing stcps and the various phases of land management begin. Every road

and timber harvesting plan should be carefully examined for its effect

on all components of land management. To do this, the forest engineer

must not only have considerable knowledge of these fields, but also

have considerable knowledge of his management and engineering medium:

the vegetative cover, soil, and underlying geology, which taken to-

gether compose the landscape.

Because the forest engineer's primary concern is the efficient

harvesting of forest products while retaining as much of the lands

productivity as possible, his needs are different from those of other

engineering specialties which deal with soil. He must of necessity

be as concerned about the impact of his designs upon the ecological

balance as he is of the utility of the finished road or harvesting

plan. Often the most efficient transportation or harvesting system

will have the greatest impact upon the soil and water resources.

To properly equate these cot siderations, the forest engineer

must thoroughly understand the narrow line of profitable utility



coupled with intangible service relating to soil, water, recreation,

and inspiration. At the present stage of forest resource development

in the Pacific Northwest, particularly west of the crest of the Cascade

Mountains, the need for this understanding is of utmost importance.

In certain areas it is the dominant requirement.

In spite of our best intentions in transportation planning and

logging layout, severe damage can and does result from resource de-

velopment planned and executed without knowledge of the processes which

are responsible for the geologic development of the present landscape.

It is vital that we know in the planning stage how road position, type

of construction, and logging methods proposed will fit in with existing

natural conditions and the processes responsible for them.

There is, therefore, a need for development and use of methods for

obtaining reliable patterns of predicting how the landscape with its

associated soil mantle will react to the road position, type of construc-

tion, and logging method planned.

Basic Knowledge Requirements

Proper perspective in any planning must include, as an integral

part, study and understanding of the characteristics and depth of soil

material between the ground surface and bed rock.

Too often in development planning and logging layout we think

primarily in terms of that zone which is from the ground surface to

the tree tops. The soil underneath is considered as an operating

medium--either easy going or tough, depending upon the steepness of

the topography, drainage problems, and amount of rock.



Forest development plans should be based upon detailed inter-

pretation of that zone between the tree tops and bed rock, which in-

cludes both vegetative conditions and the soil mantle, with an under-

standing of supporting ecology, geology, and topographic characterist-

iCs.

The systematic stereo-interpretation of aerial photographs, plus

on-the-ground supporting study, will provide the needed planning in-

formation. The aerial photo is the only tool which gives the proper

perspective to all natural influences which must be considered. Photos

give an unbiased view of an area, a view unaffected by the opinion or

iuterpetation of others. They offer a representation of the sum total

of time, geology, environmental conditions, and land use to be inter-

preted according to the ability of the interpreter and requirements of

the site to be brought under management.

Other valuable supporting information is sometimes available, such

as geologic maps, unpublished geologic studies by candidates for ad-

vanced academic degrees, and soil survey publications. For the most

part, however, the mountainous forested terrain has not been covered

by detailed geologic maps or soil surveys, and those soil surveys which

exist do not include land form as a mapping phase, so their value to

the forest engineer is limited.

A laiowledge of the nature and behavior of land shapes is necessary

in the study and interpretation of aerial photos, soil maps, and in

field reconnaissance. Not all ridges, draws, or hill sides are alike

in the way they will respond to road building and logging. An inter-

pretation of the difficulty of road construction or logging on a



particular piece of terrain is one problem. How the same area will

respond to this activity is another. The degree of success in the

former is in part dependent upon the latter, particularly when the

investment is to be amortized on a long term basis.



DEVELOPING AN UNDERSTANDING OF SLOPE DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES

Some Basic Considerations

Before one can understand and interpret the shape of the terrain

under forest cover as seen in aerial photographs, it is often helpful

to study the same type of land forms in more arid regions where there

is no heavy vegetative covering to mask the land surface. One can

then visualize like land forms with forest cover, and after practice

and on-the-ground checking recognize the associated geomorphic (earth

shaping) processes under forest cover. In certain critical types of

land forms, the type, vigor, age, and pattern of vegetation provide

valuable interpretative data in themselves.

It must be understood that forest cover never stops but only

slows down the processes of geologic erosion. In both treeless and

forested regions there is a direct correlation between steepness of

slope and the type and thickness of soil cover.

To provide a basis for stereo-interpretation, physical processes

of geologic erosion which have shaped the terrain must be recognized

and understood. The forest engineer is not especially concerned with

the sum total of geologic time, but rather with that last segment of

time which has provided the last stage of land form development giving

the surface configuration of the land as we see it today. This in

temperate forested regions of high rainfall is usually no more than

a few thousand years, or that which is called recent in geologic time.

Rarely does the analysis require interpretation of processes older

than the beginning of the Pleistocene Epoch (1,000,000 years).
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It is usual procedure in forestry and engineering to think of the

surface configuration of the land as being from the stream valleys to

the ridge tops, or from the bottom up. To properly understand natural

processes which are shaping these ridges and valleys, one must think

of the ridge tops first, and then project the slopes downward into the

valleys and stream bottoms, for this is the way gravity, aided by water,

is moving the material.

The development of slopes is the first geomorphic process which

must be understood by the forest engineer. It is the foundation of

systematic stereojnterpretatjon of land form stability; or, putting

it another way, of understanding the degree of geologic erosion poten-

tial represented by each land form, and hence the sensitivity of the

land form to man-caused changes in equilibrium.

The development of slopes is best understood by going first to

small creeks or draws less than one-quarter mile long, and studying

the profile of the slopes and ridges along their sides, and the ridges

in which these draws head.

As the small draw or ravine of an intermittent stream cuts its

channel undisturbed, one would immediately visualize a V-shaped notch

growing larger, with the wings of the V representing the side slopes

as a result of this stream cutting.

However, a draw does not get more than a very few feet deep until

its side slopes are forced to continue their development independently

of the action of the intermittent stream running in the bottom of the

draw. In other words, the running water is confined to the bottom of
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the draw, and yet the draw continues to grow deeper and wider. Forces

other than running water, and processes which are active under forest

cover, must do the bulk of the work. From this beginning point in

slope development onward then, these dominant factors are (1) the pro-

cess of chemical weathering to make the material available for move-

ment and (2) gravity as the driving force behind the movement. The

stream's chief effect upon the landscape is to carry away material de-

posited by gravity along the bottom or toe of its side slopes.

Slope Shape

Let us now consider some figures which illustrate each step in

the shaping of slopes, and how we can predict their potential behavior

by carefully studying this shape and the processes responsible for it.

Figure I illustrates a small gully which has just reached the stage

where slope development is beginning to progress independently of the

stream in its bottom. As small, as the gully is, small V-shaped

notches are forming along its right side. These will continue to grow,

some at the expense of others, until they become a system of side

branches.

The most important point exhibited by the gully in Figure I is

the profile of its sides in the foreground. The right side is not

smooth, but is concave inward at the bottom and convex outward at the

top. The left side is smooth to convex outward in vertical profile

because its development is still tied directly to the stream cutting

below. Because the slope profile of the left side is essentially
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straight, erosion of this side is progressing at essentially a uniform

rate from top to bottom (8, p. 696-697).

Figure 1

The depth which a draw must reach before the sides change from

a smooth V to concave at the toe and convex at the top depends upon

the physical character of the material being eroded, the depth of

chemical weathering, and the volume of transporting water (10, p. 693-

695). This relative depth is unimportant here. We are concerned only

with the behavior of these side slopes as they develop and grow by



Figure 2

fj
5

working headward into the ridges behind.

Slope Growth

As draws enlarge and side slopes retreat into the ridges, they

carry this characteristic concave and convex shape throughout the

course of their growth. The characteristics exhibited by this basic

shape and its meaning in terms of geologic erosion is the first inter-

pretative land form the forest engineer must understand. In Figure 2,
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the draws are growing by working their way headward into the ridge

behind. Except for the headward end, the steepness of the bottom of

the draws remains fairly constant. At the head is the most active

geologic erosion. On the smaller draws, this retreating area is con-

fined to the fan-shaped uppermost part. Apparently the most material

is removed at that point where the profile at the extreme upper end

breaks over onto the undisturbed sage-covered area above. Here,

Figure 3
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without forest cover, the point of maximum material removal is sharply

defined. While this material is loose and easily eroded and the pri-

mary agent at work in Figure 2 is running water, the areas of most

active erosion and the basic profile of the draw-heads will hold true

even under forest cover. Figure 3 shows a draw developing under the

same arid climate, but in different material. In the right half of the

picture, the large draw shows the same characteristics exhibited in

Figures 1 and 2. At the mouth is a large cone-shaped area of debris

where the material removed from above has been deposited. From the

head of this cone of debris, the bottom of the draw appears to hold

a constant profile until its uppermost part is reached. Because of

the shape of the draw, and the large amount of material it has re-

moved from the ridge behind, it is apparent that the greatest volume

of material has been removed from the upper 1/3 of its length. By

confining the source of the removed yardage still further, and study-

ing the small draw to the left, it is apparent the greatest percent-

age has been removed from that area just under the point where the

fan-shaped head of the draw tops out (5, p. 729). Notice this draw

has the same basic shape as exhibited in Figure 2, even though it has

developed partially upon solid rock. The basalt flows on the left

pass through the picture at the same relative elevation.

Figures 4 and 5 carry this land shaping process into a system of

canyons and side canyons. In spite of the size and depth of these

canyons, the same relative profile and development characteristics

are apparent. The same processes are at work in the same areas on
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the slope as in Figures 1, 2, and 3, only the size has changed. Par-

tial forest cover is shown to illustrate how the profile of the tree

tops softens the profile of the ground underneath, and subdues the

sharpness of the topography.

The profiles represented in each picture, (1 through 5) from small

draw to large canyon systems, have the same characteristics and these

characteristics have developed independently of the type of material

Figure 4



eroded (9, p. 925-934). Notice also that the ridges are continually

eroded regardless of whether the stream below is cutting its channel

deeper, or filling it up.

Figure 5

Slope Characteristics

An understanding of characteristics exhibited in Figures 1 through

5 is basic to the interpretation of slopes. They imply that: (1) Wher-

ever we are planning a road or logging show, regardless of the type of

9
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bed rock and climate, we will encounter the same physical processes at

work reducing the ridges and shaping the landscape. Only the degree of

severity will change from area to area, the process will not. (2) The

bulk of the land shaping occurs on those areas where the greatest per-

centage of road building and logging will occur, for the sides of the

ridges are continually being shaped regardless of the streams below.

To illustrate, project Figure 1 through stages as shown by

Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. The basic shape of the concave lower slope

and lower draw remain unchanged, as does the convex upper side slope

and draw head. However, the percentages of each change as the draw

and side slopes become longer (5, p. 725). The convex portion remains

in the uppermost parts, and retreats into the ridges while the concave

slope grows at its expense. A basic law of slope development is de-

monstrated: Flattening of slopes (or ridges) always takes place from

below upwards, and the dominant forces in this flattening proceed in-

dependently of the climate, material being eroded, ground cover, or

the stream below (7, p. 138).

Weathering Processes Under Forest Cover

To better illustrate why this flattening, which is in effect

geologic erosion, is able to proceed independently of the streams,

the weathering and degrading (wearing down) processes in temperate

forested regions should be discussed. Weathering, the disintegration

and decomposition of rock in place, must first occur to make material

available for movement. Under a forest canopy, disintegration, which
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is the mechanical reduction of the bed rock, is relatively unimportant.

The methods of mechanical weathering are: (1) periodical temperature

changes which cause the rock to fail by fatigue because of the con-

tinuous reversal of compression and tensile stresses, (2) freezing

and thawing, and (3) the physical effects of plants and animals. With

this list in mind, the limited effect of mechanical methods on the

reduction of bed rock under commercial forest canopy of the Pacific

Northwest is apparent.

Decomposition, or chemical weathering, refers to the changes in

rocks produced by chemical agents. These agents are: (1) oxidation,

which means that oxygen ions are added to the minerals composing the

rock; rocks containing iron, such as basalt, are greatly affected by

oxidation, (2) hydration, the chemical addition of water to the rock

minerals, (3) hydrolysis, which involves water reacting with the

minerals and joining secondary products: hydrolysis is common in

the weathering of feldspars and inicas which occur in most igneous

rocks, (4) carbonation, the making of carbonates of alkalies and

alkaline earths by water containing a considerable amount of carbon

dioxide, is most rapid in areas of high rainfall, and (5) solution,

in which the carbonate and bicarbonate minerals are most commonly

affected; organic acids developed when vegetation decays increasing

the solvent power of natural water (6, p. 84-85).

As chemical weathering proceeds, the rock minerals first soften,

lose their lustre, and increase in volume. Coincident with these

changes, the soluble constituents begin to dissolve and be carried
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away in solution (12, P. 123-127). As this process goes on, depend-

ing upon the type of rock, all but the most resistant of the original

minerals disappear. In the place of these original minerals, iron

stained clays begin to appear, the type of clay depending upon the

nature of the original rock. When this clay is small in amount, a

sandy soil material is developed, but as the clay content increases,

a ciayey soil develops which is heavy and plastic.

The stability of the soil material formed from the bed rock de-

pends to a great degree upon the type of clay resulting from chemical

weathering of a particular rock (1, p. 112-113). This stability is

the critical factor in slope development and slope shape under forest

cover. The degree of chemical weathering and the resultant degree of

potential mobility of the mass are synonomous to the forest engineer.

Transportation of Weathered Material

Weathering by itself produces no land forms. In order to pro-

duce land forms, the material must be detached from its place of

origin, transported, and deposited. In the reduction of slopes under

forest cover, two types of material transport are important: mass-

wasting or gravity transfer, and erosion or mechanical transfer.

Mass-wasting includes (1) creep, which is most coon but takes

extended observation to detect, (2) rapid flowage such as earth and

mud flows, (3) landslides, including slumps, debris slides and rock-

f ails, (4) subsidence or settling. Erosion is confined to the action

of running water, moving ice (glaciers), wind, and waves (11, p. 44-

47).
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Under forest cover where the soil is held in place by vegetation,

running water is a major factor in soil movement only after cover re-

moval by fire, or after mass-wasting has removed the cover or deposi-

ted the mass on the valley floor. In any case the cover will renew

itself in time, so the importance of running water changes in any

given area from decade to decade or century to century.

The main work of running water is removing material which has

been moved into its zone of influence by mass-wasting. Stream ero-

sion reduces to a minimum as the mean annual temperature exceeds 55

degrees, and mean annual rainfall exceeds 70 inches (13, p. 114-119).

The averages of the greater portion of the Pacific Northwest (west

of the Cascades) coercia1 timbered areas approach or exceed these

figures.

Mass movement approaches a maximum under climatic conditions

in which the mean annual temperature exceeds 35 degrees, and mean

annual rainfall exceeds 55 inches (13, p. 114-119). Most of the

commercial forest land west of the Cascades would fall within these

ranges (3, p. IV-1-IV-3).



DEVELOPING A SYST4 OF SLOPE INTERPRETATION

The Problem

The topography within the operating area where we will build

roads and harvest timber, then, is subject to climatic conditions

which are extremely favorable for chemical weathering of the bed

rock, and the removing of this weathered material by mass movement.

Our problem is first to define the areas upon a slope where

these two processes approach a maximum, and secondly to develop a

prediction pattern based upon this definition which will permit log-

ging and road building with the least possible conflict.

Analysis of zones of primary influence

A cross-canyon profile may be broken into separate parts as

shown in Figure 6.

A is the zone of primary influence due to running water of

the stream. B represents the zone of mass-wasting or gravity trans-

port. C is the point of critical gravity, or point of maximum ge-

ologic erosion as shown in Figures 1 through 5 (5, p. 748).

Starting at the ridge top and working down, the potential for

movement of weathered material increases toward point C and reaches

a maximum at point C. From the ridge top down, then, the profile

is convex outward, a profile of increasing erosional intensity.

Because point C is the point of maximum removal of material,

the slope from point C down to A is a zone of deposition, with the

14



Figure 6

15

depth of material deposited increasing as the distance from point

C increases, and until it is removed by the running water in zone A.

From point C downward, the slope is concave outward, and the erosion-

al intensity is decreasing toward zone A (8, p. 702).

However, as the material moves downslope by gravity, it is

continually broken down into finer and finer particles by chemical

weathering. The soil profile becomes deeper and more developed.



The clay content becomes greater, water-holding capacity increases,

and normally the nutrients become more readily available for for-

est growth. It is these lower zones of deposition where the high-

est timber-growing sites occur.

Because the material grows finer as it moves downslope, clay

content and water-holding capacity increase. It therefore follows,

the slope becomes more sensitive to changes in equilibrium. These

changes may be in the form of excavation for roads and landings,

fills for roads and landings, and internal loadings by increased

run-in of snow melt and rainfall after logging.

Analysis of Slope Profiles under Forest Cover

From Figure 6, three types of slopes may be defined.

A slope which under natural conditions, exhibits no evidence of

mass-wasting, and is relatively smooth in profile, may be classed

for forest development purposes as a slope in equilibrium (2, p. 201).

It would be expected to respond uniformly to development throughout

its profile. This slope is represented by 7-A.

Slope 7-B is a slope of increasing erosional intensity down-

ward.

Slope 7-C is a slope of decreasing erosional intensity down-

ward.

16

Analysis of Slope Development

It must be emphasized at this point that very few slopes are



Figure 7
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uniform in profile throughout their height, but rather a combina-

tion of A, B, and C. Each part will, however, respond according

to its basic shape (4, p. 380). As a slope develops, point C in

Figure 6 will move up-slope as it grows into the ridge (2, p. 201).

This is illustrated in Figure 8.

Each slope will have its own point of maximum geologic erosion,

and this point may be anywhere between the ridge top and the stream

bottom. Depending upon the slope profile, a slope may have more than
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one critical point. In one drainage the critical point for road lo-

cation and logging layout may be a yarding distance from the stream.

In another, it may be just under the ridge top. In a third, the best

possible road position may be in the bottom close to the stream.

Figure 8



DEVELOPING AN ON-THE--GROUND PREDICTION PATTERN OF SLOPE RESPONSE TO
POREST ENGINEERING PRACTICES

Geologic Slope Development Under Natural Conditions

Figure 9 shows a small draw with almost perfect soil holding

ground cover. However, the heavy sod has had little effect on geo-

logical erosion. The exposed areas coincide with the zone of maxi-

mum geologic erosion and is that zone where the concave profile of

the draw meets the convex profile of the ridge. The material was

made available for movement by chemical weathering, and subsequently

transported downslope in the form of a mud flow. The head of this

draw then would be extremely sensitive to road building or complete

cover removal through logging. Forest cover would not stop the pro-

cess shown, but would only temporarily bind down the weathered

material. When the tree roots could no longer hold the mass in po-

sition, the same type of failure would then occur only on a much

larger scale, and would generally remove all of the unconsolidated

material down to bed rock in the bottom of the draw for its entire

length.

Figure 10 is an oblique photograph of the same draw. The ma-

terial removed at the head has moved downs lope until the decrease

in gradient of the draw bottom has stopped the ability of the

material to move farther. Here the material will concentrate until,

through further reduction by chemical weathering, it is able to ab-

sorb enough water to again move on down the draw. The bottom of this

draw shows no evidence of any over surface water flow in substantial



enough amounts to break the sod cover. This draw then has developed

the shape we see today through chemical weathering and mass-wasting.

Notice the large mound at the mouth of the draw (Figure 10). This

mound is composed of material that has moved downslope by gravity.

In terms of forest development then, this depositional feature (mound)

has a very deep soil profile, is an excellent timber growing site, and

is extremely sensitive to any change which affected its internal

Figure 9



Figure 10

2.1

equilibrium. A road cut through it would cause slides and general

failing of the backsiope. It would be sensitive to tractor logging

when the soil moisture content was high. It would be sensitive to

complete cover removal through logging and slash burning.

Response of Slope Zones, to Road Position and Removal of Vegetative
Cover

Figure 11 shows, at the mouth of a small draw, an identical

land form which has been cut open by highway construction. Notice



Figure 11

the depth of the soil profile, and the fineness of the soil mass.

The highway cut destroyed the equilibrium of the material which is

now beginning to slough and slide to compensate for the change in

equilibrium. To a highway engineer, this small area would not be

considered critical. It would be a simple engineering matter either

to remove the material and lay the slope back at an angle sufficient

to stop movement or to buttress the face and furnish artificial
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support to replace that which has been removed. To the forest engi-

neer, the former means an extremely valuable area of timber growing

land removed permanently from production and the latter represents

an excessive expenditure which must be charged directly against the

productive capacity of the land. A much better solution would be

to roll the grade and construct:the road over the area without dis-

turbing it.

Figure 12 shows several similar land forms whose internal

equilibrium has been destroyed by highway construction. The forest

engineer must learn to recognize these land shapes and predict how

Figure 12



Figure 13
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they will respond if disturbed. Notice these are typical deposi-

tional forms at the toe of the slope and at the mouth of small side

draws. Compare their position with the same land form as shown in

Figure 10, and slope position as shown in Figure 6.

The presence of these large depositional land forms would im-

mediately cause concern about the sensitivity of the hillsides above,

and the next step would be to examine aerial photos and field check
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to determine the source areas for this material, as illustrated in

Figures 9 and 6.

Figure 13 shows a similar depositional land form with the f or-

est cover removed. The volume of soil material moved downslope in

the past has been sufficient to force the small stream in the f ore-

ground to change its course. The physical shape of this land form,

while only occupying the lower portion of the slope, gives the for-

est engineer the interpretive information he needs to develop the

complete slope from the stream to the ridge top in the background.

Any excavating for a cat road or truck road would start the material

above moving. If the entire surface were logged at one time, there

is an excellent chance it would start moving the first winter after

slash burning--especially in the lower one-third. Halfway up this

slope, at the head of the cone-shaped depositional land form, is

the proper road location. If the road were put any higher (the

ridge top excepted), you would be getting close to the zone of maxi-

m geologic erosion. On this particular slope then it would be

possible to build a road on top of the ridge or halfway up the side

from the stream. The worst possible road position would be just

under the ridge top where the draws are cutting into the ridge, or

approximately a yarding distance away from the stream in the bottom.

The next most critical road location is approximately 50 feet in

elevation above the stream. Notice the new slide which has occurred

on the left side of the middle ridge at the clearing line.



Relation Between Depositional Zone Land Forms and Soil Physical
Characteristics

To give a better understanding of the type of material repre-

sented in these depositional land forms, the method of movement

from the source area, and their general state of equilibrium, ex-

amine the recent mud flows in Figures 14, 15, and 16.

Figure 14 shows a small mud flow. Its shape indicates the

amount of absorbed water necessary to make the material flow.

Figure 15 is another small mud flow at the base of a high fill.

Notice again the characteristic shape and the small ridges in the

Figure 14
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foreground caused by the more liquid material flowing in behind and

pushing against the mass ahead. Figure 16 is the same mud flow

looking down from above. The rainbow shaped microrelief caused by

the pressure of the material flowing in behind is characteristic of

many land flows. Even after this land form heals and supports a

stand of trees it will be extremely sensitive to any changes in in-

ternal equilibrium brought about by road building or timber

harvesting. As the slope develops and the mass-wasting removes

Figure 15
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material and transports it to the toe of the slope near the stream,

the material becomes more like the mud flow represented here.

A comparison is needed to show the transition from the fresh

sharply defined surface as shown in Figures 15 and 16 to one that

supports a stand of timber. Figure 17 provides this comparison.

It shows the shape of the slope above the flat in the foreground,

the source area, and the point of failure where the slope breaks

back to a less steep angle. Note the bed rock still exposed in

Figure 16
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the source area. As small as this land form is, an experienced man

would be able to recognize and describe it in an aerial photo.

Slope Response to Road Position and Timber Harvesting

If Figure 17 was expanded to larger size, truck roads construc-

ted through it at different levels, and then logged, we would obtain

an indication of the response of this hill side to road position and

logging. Figure 18 is just such an area, and the response clearly

illustrates all of the principles discussed up to this point. Figure

Figure 17
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18 shows the effects of truck road construction on the depositional

slope, and source area. The road in the foreground cut through the

very forepart immediately above the stream. The back slope has

started to fail and will keep on failing until the angle of repose

of the material is reached. The road then switched back and crossed

over the center of the depositional area. Very little excavation of

material was necessary for road construction in this center portion.

Notice that where one small ridge was disturbed it, too, is starting

Figure 18
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to fail and work toward its angle of repose. The road then switched

back and climbed, cutting through just below the source area for

the material which composes the depositional land form in the fore-

ground. Notice how the fills have slid out to bed rock in a great

many places and the material above the cut slope has done likewise.

The large draw on the extreme left has slid from above the road

down to its mouth below and deposited a new cone of debris.

Figure 19 shows a truck road constructed on extremely steep

Figure 19



terrain in a position just under the ridge top where the draws are

working headward into the ridge. The road prism has been excavated

partially from solid rock, and as a result, is for the most part

still there and usable. The damage is confined to the productive

capacity of the site. Breaking open the ground surface and deposit-

ing waste material at the heads of these draws in the area of

critical gravity has caused them to clean themselves to bed rock.

The volume of moving material in this instance was sufficient to

permit the draws to clean themselves their entire length down to the

main stream below, approximately one quarter mile away.
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USING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS TO PREDICT SLOPE RESPONSE TO FOREST
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Aerial Photo Representation of Geologic Erosional Intensity in Slope
Development

We have discussed the part geologic erosion plays in slope de-

velopment, where this erosion is most active on a slope, how the ma-

terial moves downward, and the shape and response of this deposited

material. Let us now project this information onto an aerial photo

with accompanying contour map to see if the information can be car-

ried through to predict trouble before it happens. Figures 20 and

21 do this, and Figures 22 through 27 show the results on the ground.

Figure 20 is an aerial photograph (scale 1:40,000) of an area

where the slopes are under very active development. Notice the

numerous bare patches showing through the timber cover along the

sides of the draws, and also the bareness at the heads of the smaller

draws. Notice also the broken pattern of the topography at the heads

of the draws as reflected by the tree tops and the shadow pattern.

In addition, many old to recent small areas of mass movement may be

seen. Any truck road construction or logging at or near the heads

of these draws would trigger mass movement.

Topographic and Photographic Correlation of On-The-Ground Slope
Response to Road Position and Timber Harvesting as Indicated by

Analysis of Aerial Photograph
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Figure 21 is a contour map of the same area shown in Figure 20.

Follow the truck road on the aerial photo and study its position in





terms of slope development and geologic erosion. The road was con-

structed just under the ridge top for the first mile and a half and

then it left the ridge and climbed through the heads of several draws

to get up to the gentler topography in the left of the photograph.

The pattern exhibited by the draws working into the gentle upland on

the left of the photograph indicates very active slope development.

The circles outline areas of major failure after road construction.

The arrows point to failures that existed prior to road construction

and would have given valuable clues at the field reconnaissance

phase. The next ten photographs show the response of the area to

road position and logging.

The photographs in Figures 22 and 23 were taken in approximately

the same location. Figure 22 looking down the draw, and Figure 23

toward the draw head. Figure 22 shows a portion of road beginning to

slide out. Very little material is side cast upon the slope. The

failure reflects a natural instability at this position on the slope.

Figure 23 is the head of a small draw where all of the material

has slid or flowed down on to the road and been removed. Notice the

large stump which has slid down from just under the ridge in the

upper right corner.

Figure 24 shows the approximate position of the road in rela-

tion to the ridge top throughout the first mile and a half. The

flowage of material out of the two draw heads in the picture is

typical of this section of the road. Neither draw in Figure 24

supported the side-cast material from road construction. Flowage
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of deposited material has stripped both to bed rock (Figure 27).

In Figure 25 the old slide in the draw at the right has been

there for a long time and would have given a valuable clue to a

field man on reconnaissance. This area will continue to move.

Effectual corrective measures to stabilize the area would be ex-

tremely expensive.

Figure 26 shows a road constructed in the exact position of

point C in Figure 6, and the resultant damage. The road suffered

Figure 25



Figure 26
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Figure 27
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no failure. The draw perhaps would have cleaned itself in a few

years without the road. However, the construction of the road sub-

stituted for time and changed the equilibrium of the material enough

so that gravity could take over and move the material which had

accumulated. The resultant destruction of timber, watershed values,

and growing site is severe.

Figure 27 is a magnified portion of an aerial photograph (scale

1:12,000) showing the area of failures and exact road position repre-

sented in Figures 24 and 26. The photo in Figure 24 was
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taken at point A; that in Figure 25 at point B; and that in Figure 26

at point C. Careful examination of points A, B, and C will show ex-

tensive land disturbance at each location. Figures 28 and 29 are un-

magnified aerial photographs of the entire road between point A

(Figure 24) and Figure 27. While these 1:12,000 scale photographs do

not be$in to furnish the detailed geomorphic information in Figure 19,

they d give vivid detail of the area covered, including specific

areas of potential trouble. Notice the natural slides along the sides

of the main stream, and the ground shape after timber removal. Follow

the large draw through Figure 29, from the lower right corner across

into the logged setting at the left edge of the photograph. This

photo gives a vivid comparison of ground shape and slope stability

before and after timber harvesting.

Figure 30 shows the gentle topography that the road was ulti-

mately trying to reach. It shows several small draws working into

the bench behind, and one new large earth flow that has occurred

since logging and slash removal. The draws on the right are the type

that reflected in the aerial photograph as bare spots through the

timber canopy. It is plain that any road near the heads of these

draws would be in a position of critical geologic erosion and sub-

ject to future failure.

Figure 31 is a magnified portion of the aerial photo in Figure

29. The recent slide shown in Figure 30 is at point D. Notice the

many areas which indicate the same response to timber harvest as

shown at point D.
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If the detailed analysis of landscape response to road position

and timber harvest as shown in Figures 22 through 31 is carefully

studied in Figure 20, and the basic slope development processes and

slope interpretation methods developed in this study are used, it

will become evident that it is possible to predict these responses

to forest development with no more investment than a few minutes

stereoscopic study of the aerial photographs.

Perhaps a reconnaissance trip through the area to ground check

the conclusions reached by photo analysis would be in order to cor-

relate the degree of severity shown in the pictures with ground

conditions. A ground check would not have been necessary to predict

the present and continuing damage to resource values planned and

executed without adequate knowledge of the landscape.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The problem in road location and logging layout is to recongize

areas of critical soil stability in an area during the planning phase

of forest development, and then plan the development to be, as near

as possible, compatible with these natural conditions which exist and

are dominant. With proper understanding of landscape development

processes, the needed information can be obtained from aerial photos.

Without an understanding of landscape development processes, this

information cannot be adequately obtained from any source. A basic

understanding of landscape response to management practices is

vital to successful forest management. There is much at stake--our

most valuable timber growing sites are almost always those areas of

deepest soils and critical natural equilibrium.

This paper has been confined to that narrow portion of the pro-

blem concerning timber harvesting and road position in relation to

slope development.

The field of natural instability of the terrain as it relates

to forest development planning is a broad one, and only a very small

part has been mentioned, however, it is a field with which the for-

ester or forest engineer should be thoroughly familiar before he is

entrusted with the involved planning job upon which long term in-

vestment is based. This is particularly true in the very productive

and valuable timber growing lands of the Pacific Northwest.
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